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Abstract
The common thermodynamics example of reversible isothermal heating at
temperature T requires the gas to maintain contact with a constant temperature
reservoir at the same temperature as the gas. This is inconsistent with the often
used view that heat is an energy transfer from higher to lower temperature. We
discuss two ways to deal with this dichotomy, using what we call purist and
utilitarian views, emphasizing the roles of language and logic in each. We
suggest a way for teachers to address this issue in the classroom, and end with
a review of related challenges to physics teachers associated with the terms
heat and heating.
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1. Introduction

Thermodynamics is fraught with nuances and subtleties that can be challenging for students.
This makes the subject difficult to teach. Consider a gas that is in thermal contact with a
reservoir at temperature T and is in thermodynamic equilibrium. Let us examine a reversible
isothermal volume change where the term isothermal implies a constant, uniform gas
temperature throughout the process. The word reversible connotes an infinitesimally slow
volume change while the gas and reservoir maintain good thermal contact—such that reversal
of the infinitesimally slow volume change takes the gas and reservoir through the initial path
in reversed order. The forward and reversed processes are combined work and heating pro-
cesses during which work W is done by the gas and energy Q is absorbed by the gas from the
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reservoir. For an isothermal compression of the gas, the gas transfers energy to the reservoir
and Q<0.

The latter description is idealistic in that it entails mental constructs that are not
achievable in a laboratory. Its strengths are that it leads to a useful theoretical framework in
which all quantities are well defined. Furthermore, it often provides good approximations to
the behavior of real physical systems. The assumptions above are characteristic of pure
thermodynamics. Strictly speaking, pure thermodynamics deals solely with equilibrium
states. The adoption of pure thermodynamics is referred to here as the purist view. A main
point in this manuscript is that within the purist view, nonzero heating and cooling processes
(namely, with ¹Q 0) can occur while both the gas and reservoir maintain the same constant
temperature.

However, the purist view is in conflict with the common description of a heating process
as an energy transfer between two objects at different temperatures [1, 2]. To be precise, the
temperature difference description is not a complete definition. To fully define the energy Q
gained by a gas during a process, one can first define the calorie using water as a standard and
then use the mechanical equivalent of heat to link the calorie with the joule [3]. The latter step
is a subtle way to define the thermodynamic quantity heat in terms of work, a purely
mechanical entity. A different way to accomplish this linkage, without the need for a
temperature difference between the system and reservoir, is demonstrated in section 3. The
purist view of a reversible isothermal expansion suggests that a temperature difference is a
sufficient condition for a heating process, but not a necessary one.5

On the other hand, the utilitarian view is that reversible processes are an idealization that
can never be achieved in a laboratory. In this view, a heating process necessarily requires a
temperature difference.

The dichotomy between the purist and utilitarian views is indicative of the subtleties and
conundrums encountered in thermodynamics, and the challenges teaching it. The objective
here is to illuminate this dichotomy for the reversible isothermal volume change and to
suggest ways to address it in the classroom. Use of the temperature difference description in
the physics teaching literature runs deep, and some authors use it while clarifying difficult and
subtle aspects of heat [4–6]. Given the existing dichotomy, we believe that more in-depth
coverage would be helpful for students in upper-division courses. Accordingly, we encourage
a study of the approach using the purist-utilitarian views by physics education researchers.

In section 2, we lay the groundwork for later parts of the manuscript with a discussion of
the importance of language and logic in thermodynamics, a source of student difficulties.
Additionally, we outline the distinctions between the purist and utilitarian views of ther-
modynamics, and argue that these views pervade thermodynamics. In section 3, we revisit the
thermodynamic definition of heat in terms of work, and use it to investigate the reversible
isothermal volume change in the purist view. Section 4 is devoted to suggestions to teachers
for addressing reversible isothermal volume changes in the classroom. Finally, to put the
problems encountered here in perspective, section 5 is devoted to a retrospective of the long
and difficult history of the concepts of heat and heating.

5 One can also envisage a quasistatic, irreversible heating process between a gas at temperature T and a reservoir at
temperature ¹T TR . Quasistatic means that only equilibrium states of the gas are involved. Ultra-slow isothermal
heating could be achieved between the gas and reservoir using a long and thin, low-conductivity filament to connect
them. By choosing the filament long or narrow enough, the heating rate can be made arbitrarily small.
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2. Language, logic and the purist and utilitarian views

Perhaps more than in any other field of physics the precise use of language and adherence to
what that language implies logically is of crucial importance in thermodynamics. In an
incisive 1957 article, Garrett Hardin explored clarity in language, pointing out that it is of
fundamental importance because not only do we communicate with it, but we also think with
it. Insofar as a language imposes limitations, those constraints will be reflected in our thinking
[7]. Along similar lines, the philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein wrote, ‘If we spoke a different
language, we would perceive a somewhat different world.’ In thermodynamics, students and
teachers who adopt different language can be led to different outcomes.

Some relevant characteristics of the purist and utilitarian views of thermodynamics are as
follows. An infinitesimal temperature difference cannot be measured because the very defi-
nition of infinitesimal means a numerical difference smaller than any finite difference.
Logically, temperature-measuring devices can measure only finite temperature changes and an
infinitesimal change cannot be measured. In the purist view, an infinitesimal is taken to mean
in the limit as the quantity approaches zero. That is an idealization that cannot be measured in
a laboratory. If one extends the idea to mean a small but finite temperature difference, the
notion becomes instead part of the utilitarian view.

A reversible process must proceed infinitely slowly by definition. Given that the known
age of the Universe is finite, about 13.7 billion years, no reversible process can have ever
occurred. All real processes occur in finite time and are part of the utilitarian view.

Both infinitesimal temperature differences and reversible processes are mental idealiza-
tions that enable a way to work within a well defined theoretical framework. We ‘utilitarian’
humans can envisage infinitesimal temperature differences and reversible processes in our
minds and can use these ideas to interpret what is happening in a physical process. When we
do so, we typically shift from ‘infinitesimal’ to ‘small’ and from ‘reversible’ to ‘very slow’—
and we simultaneously move from the purist view to the utilitarian view.

The term equilibrium connotes a thermodynamic state that is unchanging, with zero
macroscopic flow of matter or energy into, out of, and between elements of the system. In the
purist view, a reversible process is seen as a continuum of equilibrium states. Logically, an
actual physical process cannot entail only equilibrium states. Norton [8] has observed that for
any process, there must be some deviation from equilibrium—i.e. non-equilibrium states,
which he calls near-equilibrium states, must be involved even for reversible processes.
Norton writes that the ‘...driving forces are so delicately balanced around equilibrium that
only a very slight disturbance to them can lead the process to reverse direction. Because such
processes are arbitrarily close to a perfect balance of driving forces, they proceed arbitrarily
slowly while their states remain arbitrarily close to equilibrium states. They can never become
equilibrium states, for otherwise there would be no imbalance of driving forces, no change,
and no process. Equilibrium states remain as they are.’

Near-equilibrium states lie outside the purist view of classical thermodynamics, and
because they are not equilibrium states, one cannot define temperature or pressure variables
for them. Nevertheless, the concept of near-equilibrium states provides a useful mental picture
that aids our understanding of a reversible process within the utilitarian view.

When there is a finite temperature difference between a system and reservoir, it is the
driving force for a heating process. If there is merely an infinitesimal temperature difference,
the driving force for the heating process in the utilitarian view entails near-equilibrium states,
providing a physical picture and some rationale for how a slow isothermal expansion can
trigger a heating process.
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Given that temperature is not defined for near-equilibrium states, the view of Maxwell
and Boltzmann that the behavior of molecules in a gas can be described statistically provides
a useful mental model. Before an infinitely slow isothermal volume change begins, when the
gas and reservoir are in thermodynamic equilibrium, the probabilities of small positive and
negative energy exchanges between them are equal. Small amounts of energy move from the
reservoir to the gas and vice versa, with zero net change on average.

During an infinitesimally slow volume change, when the gas enters successive near-
equilibrium states, the internal energy of the gas changes, triggering a heating process to
restore equilibrium. This heating process occurs even though the gas does not have a well
defined temperature in its near-equilibrium state. The imbalance in the near-equilibrium state
increases the probability of a fluctuation either to or from the reservoir ( from or to the gas).
For a finite volume change, these infinitesimal transfers must add up to a finite energy
transfer Q.

To summarize, in the purist view there is no ‘wiggle room’ for deviations, and inter-
pretations based on mental models are unnecessary and usually absent. Reversible processes
really are reversible and not simply approximately so.

The utilitarian view is not bound by the precise definitions, language and strict logic of
pure thermodynamics. Rather it entails mental models wherein quantities such as temperature
are imagined even for non-equilibrium states, with the assumption that this approach will
provide a good approximation to what happens in a laboratory. In the utilitarian view,
processes that occur in small but finite times are envisaged as approximately reversible. One
still uses thermodynamic equations developed using purist thermodynamics, but with utili-
tarian approximations and interpretations in mind.

In the utilitarian view, one might describe the purist view as follows: the purist viewpoint
pretends that spatial and temporal variations of thermodynamic variables do not exist and
analyzes processes accordingly. The isothermal heating process is viewed something like this
in the utilitarian view: doing work on the gas, say to slowly decrease the volume, increases
the internal energy and temperature of the gas infinitesimally through a succession of near-
equilibrium states. This process is isothermal only if it happens very slowly; final return to the
original temperature involves a heating process that transfers energy to the surroundings. In
this explanation, the heating process occurs because of a temperature difference, albeit an
infinitesimal one. In the utilitarian view, one is not concerned with the fact that an infinite-
simal temperature difference is unmeasurable and cannot be written down.

An interesting extension of the reversible isothermal compression or expansion can be
made for nonideal gases when the reservoir temperature To is below the critical temperature.
Suppose the gas is compressed to its saturated vapor volume ( )V Tosaturated vapor . Upon further
compression, liquid droplets begin to form and yet more compression leads to a greater
fraction of the system becoming a liquid. This continues until the entire system is liquid at
volume ( )V Tosaturated liquid . During the compression, the increasing amount of higher density
liquid compensates for the reduction in the total system volume such that the pressure remains
a constant, ( )p To , in the two-phase region.

The purist view is that the gas and reservoir temperatures are equal throughout. Prior to
the formation of droplets, the situation is identical to that discussed above—consistent with
the mathematical requirement of constant temperature and the assumed reversibility of the
process. As the gas is compressed, some of the molecules get sufficiently close together for
the attractive intermolecular forces to form liquid droplets. The increased negative potential
energy of the droplets is accompanied by an increase in microscopic kinetic energy, which
leads to a higher probability of an energy transfer from the gas to the reservoir than for the
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reverse. However, a purist would not describe the system as having increased temperature
because temperature is not defined for near-equilibrium states.

The higher probability for energy transfer out of the system accounts for the fact that
liquefaction is accompanied by a simultaneous energy transfer to the reservoir. This view is
consistent with purist logic and mathematics.

In contrast, the utilitarian’s view is that the compression raises the gas temperature
slightly and the resulting temperature difference generates an energy transfer from the system
to the reservoir. This view is applicable both before and after liquid droplets begin to form,
and accounts for the release of the so-called latent heat of condensation to the surrounding
reservoir. That common but misleading terminology is discussed further in section 5.

Use of the purist and utilitarian views is not restricted to reversible isothermal volume
changes. It pervades thermodynamics, applying to every thermodynamics path that entails an
infinitely slow quasistatic process, whether it is reversible or not. This includes partial
derivatives, such as the constant-pressure heat capacity, = ¶ ¶( )C T S Tp p, the existence of
which is assured only in the purist view. In practice Cp is measured approximately using finite
temperature changes, the mental model for which lies within the utilitarian view.

3. Isothermal volume change: the purist view

The energy Q added to the system during a heating process, and the work W done by the
system, are energy transfers that result in a change ΔU in the internal energy,

D = - ( )U Q W. 1

In his well-known thermodynamics book [9], Callen defines heat quantitatively as the
difference in internal energy between the final and initial states, added to the work done by
the system in that process. Others similarly define heat in terms of work [10–12].

The crux of this heat definition is that the difference ΔU in internal energy can be
measured using an adiabatic process in a separate experiment, yielding D = -U Wadiabatic,
where the adiabatic work done by the gas is measured. If the same initial and final states are
connected using a combined work and heating process, then because U is a state function it
follows that

º D + = - + ( )Q U W W W. 2adiabatic

This defines the nonmechanical heating energy Q in terms of the measurable work quantities
W and Wadiabatic. If the initial and final states cannot be connected adiabatically because that
would violate the second law of thermodynamics, then the two states can be connected in the
opposite direction, which leads to equation (2) except with −Wadiabatic replaced by +Wadiabatic.

An example of how equation (2) can be used is for a reversible isobaric compression of
an ideal gas from state a to a lower-entropy state b. Starting in state a, any irreversible
adiabatic process raises the gas entropy and any reversible adiabatic process keeps the entropy
constant, so no pure work process can bring the gas from state a to b. However, starting in
state b, we can use constant-volume paddle-wheel work to raise the gas entropy to its value in
state a, but with a smaller volume, followed by a reversible adiabatic expansion to state a.
Measuring the latter two work quantities enables a calculation of D º -U U Ub a.

Suppose a classical ideal gas at temperature T is in thermal contact with a reservoir also at
temperature T. The equilibrium gas temperature is T and if the cylinder’s piston begins to
move reversibly to increase the gas volume, the gas does positive isothermal work on the
piston. Because internal energy is solely a function of temperature for a classical ideal gas,
ΔU=0, and it follows that Q=W. For the expansion, W>0 which implies Q>0, i.e.
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energy is transferred to the gas from the reservoir. Thus an isothermal expansion is neces-
sarily accompanied by a nonzero heat transfer from the reservoir to the gas. Similarly, for a
compression with W<0, it is necessary that Q<0, i.e. the resulting heat transfer is from the
gas to the reservoir. This example shows that within the framework of the purist view, a heat
transfer occurs despite the fact that the reservoir and gas always have identical temperatures.

More generally, for any one-component nonideal gas, entropy S can be written as a
function of temperature T and volume V. Suppose we put the system in good thermal contact
with a reservoir at temperature T and wait for equilibrium to be established. Then we begin a
slow isothermal expansion, for which the gas temperature must remain at T. It follows that

= = ¶ ¶đ ( )Q T S T S V Vd dT . Using the Maxwell relation ¶ ¶ = ¶ ¶( ) ( )S V p TT V , we
obtain = ¶ ¶đ ( )Q T p T VdV . Checking this for an ideal gas, ¶ ¶ >( )p T 0V , and it follows
that >đQ 0 for an expansion and <đQ 0 for a compression. Also, the volume dependence
for the entropy of an ideal gas is proportional to ( )Vln , so (∂S/∂V )T>0, which implies the
same conclusions for đQ.6

We can extend the discussion to include the liquid–vapor phase transition with Q defined
in terms of measurable work. It is possible in principle to take a saturated liquid at temper-
ature To to a pure vapor state adiabatically using a three-step work process, as illustrated in
figure 1. To generate the first step ab, lower a weight on a pulley that is coupled to an electric
generator, sending electric current through a metal wire ‘heater’ while holding the system’s
volume constant. Let the wire be arbitrarily small and be taken as an otherwise negligible part
of the system. The latter work process (lowering the weight) is continued until the saturated
liquid’s temperature is above the critical temperature and its pressure is above the critical
pressure.

Figure 1. Liquid–vapor coexistence curves: (i) temperature–entropy and (ii) pressure–
volume graphs. States a and d are the saturated liquid and vapor respectively. Here Tc
and pc are the critical temperature and pressure, and To is the temperature of the
isothermal dashed path in (ii). The dashed path in (i) is isobaric at pressure p(To). The
dotted segments ab, bc and cd represent isochoric, isobaric and isentropic paths
respectively.

6 The virial expansion for a nonideal gas has the form = + +( ) ( ) ( ) ( )pV NkT N V B T O N V1 2 2 , where B(T) is
the second virial coefficient (see [9], section 13-3). Thus, ¶ ¶ = + +( ) ( )( ( ) [ ( )] )p T Nk V N V TB T T1 d d ...V ,
which provides a way to examine the sign of đQ for gases when the second virial coefficient B(T) is known. An
example is a van der Waals gas, for which expansion of the pressure p in powers of N/V leads to B(T)=b − a/kT,
which implies (∂p/∂ T)>0—i.e. once again đQ has the sign of dV.
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The second step bc is an expansion to the vapor phase, achieved by lowering a weight
linked to a generator in order to supply electric work, as above. A floating frictionless piston
with variable weight on it makes the path isobaric. In this way, the system is taken from the
liquid phase to the vapor phase continuously. That is, no discontinuities in volume or other
quantities are encountered. The expansion continues until the system has the same entropy as
the saturated vapor at temperature To. In the third step cd, the volume is increased adiaba-
tically, bringing the system to the saturated vapor state d at temperature To and pressure p(To).
For the three-step process, the total adiabatic work Wadiabatic together with

= -( )[ ( ) ( )]W p T V T V To o osaturated vapor saturated liquid can be used in equation (2) to determine
Q>0 at temperature To.

It is also possible to use a direct adiabatic path from the saturated liquid volume to
saturated vapor at pressure p(To) using electric work, with a floating piston on the system to
maintain pressure constancy. The measured adiabatic work can be used in equation (2) to
define Q. It is notable that an adiabatic path directly through a phase transition discontinuity is
possible given that for the transition from ice to water vapor, it is not possible to go con-
tinuously from the solid to the vapor. This is because there is no known ‘end’ of the ice–water
coexistence curve—and so it cannot be circumvented. Q can be defined only using an
adiabatic process that goes directly through the two-phase melting region.

Independent of the algebraic sign of Q, the main point is that if a gas undergoes a slow
expansion while in thermal contact with a reservoir at temperature T, a heating process
occurs. This proof is rigorous within the bounds of the assumption that the volume change is
isothermal, i.e. the gas begins with the same temperature and maintains that temperature
throughout the change of volume. In the purist view, there is no need for a reservoir at a
temperature different from T. This is in stark contrast with [13] where the authors write
regarding a quasistatic volume change, using the utilitarian view, that ‘A temperature dif-
ference, even if infinitesimal, is always mandatory if there is to be any heat exchange.’

4. Suggestions for teachers

Table 1 provides a capsule summary of important elements of the two views. In the purist
view, all quantities are well defined and the theory is precise. The cost of this precision is that
the purist view deviates from reality, requiring an infinite amount of time for a reversible
process to occur. It provides an idealistic view of nature that is approximate because of the
idealizations involved. On the other hand, in the utilitarian view, one has the freedom to
explore mental models of real processes. Because such mental models are speculative and
some variables are not well defined, this view is also approximate.

The utilitarian and purist views are inconsistent with one another and neither corresponds
to reality. Thus for some instructors, neither the purist nor the utilitarian view is satisfying as a
tool for teaching and understanding. However, both views have value and together constitute
a helpful teaching and learning package. Accordingly, we suggest that teachers acknowledge
and present both views, clarifying the strengths and limitations of each. The process of
comparing the two viewpoints can be a valuable learning experience. Once students are aware
of the two views, they can use them in ways consistent with their tastes and strengths.

In the title of this manuscript, the term isothermal heating is used. This connotes that for
the envisaged volume changes, either the gas or the reservoir receives energy from the other
via heating, which is a process. It is interesting to compare the purist view for a heating
process that does not induce a temperature change with the temperature rise of a resistor when
electric current flows through it, which results from a pure work (i.e. adiabatic) process, as in
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section 3. Both examples, a heating process with zero temperature change and a work process
with a finite temperature change, are often counter-intuitive for novices. They reveal sub-
tleties associated with the words ‘heating’ and ‘working’ in thermodynamics—and the vital
role played by language and logic.

We emphasize that internal energy is central to the existence of the concept of heat. A
heating process in a system always changes its internal energy unless a simultaneous work
process prevents such a change from occurring (as is true for a reversible isothermal volume
change of an ideal gas). Internal energy plays a key role in the definition of heat in section 3.
Although a pure work process could change the internal energy of a system, as for electrical
work in a resistor, it could alternatively result solely in the lifting of a weight. These
observations illustrate a fundamental difference between a work process and heating: a pure
work process need not entail a change of internal energy, but a pure heating process always
changes the internal energy.

In their article on the physics and mathematics of the second law of thermodynamics,
Lieb and Yngvason [14] recognize that mixing physics and mathematics can lead to pro-
blems. Their wise words are relevant to the purist/utilitarian dichotomy discussed here: ‘...
many formulations of thermodynamics, including most textbook presentations, suffer from
mixing the physics with the mathematics. Physics refers to the real world of experiments and
results of measurement, the latter quantified in the form of numbers. Mathematics refers to a
logical structure and to rules of calculation; usually these are built around numbers, but not
always. Thus, mathematics has two functions: one is to provide a transparent logical structure
with which to view physics and inspire experiment. The other is to be like a mill into which
the miller pours the grain of experiment and out of which comes the flour of verifiable
predictions. It is astonishing that this paradigm works to perfection in thermodynamics.’ We
note that the purist/utilitarian issue has the added complication of humans interpreting the
physics using mental models that are distinct from the mathematics and laboratory physics.

Table 1. Purist versus utilitarian views for a reversible isothermal process.

Item description Purist view Utilitarian view

Equilibrium states Only equilibrium states are allowed
to assure a well defined
temperature

Not specified

Near-equilibrium states Not recognized in the purist view;
their temperature is not defined

Allowed

Processes Quasistatic, entailing only equili-
brium states

Not restricted

Speed of process Infinitesimally slow, so a finite
process takes forever

Slow but nonzero

Temperature difference
between system and
reservoir

Zero, to satisfy the strict isothermal
condition

Finite (because infinitesimal
would be unmeasurable)

Strict logic and attention to
precise language

Yes Not necessary

Interpretations Consistent with purist requirements
of logic and mathematics

Not restricted
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5. Finale: a retrospective on the heating concept

In this section, we provide an historical perspective on the terms heat and heating. The
dichotomy regarding isothermal volume changes discussed above is but one of many diffi-
culties surrounding these terms and their tortuous history.

Associating heating with a temperature difference goes back to the idea that heating is
related to fire. During the early development of thermodynamics, it was believed that heat is
an inexhaustible fluid called caloric [15], and experiments with hot and cold materials gave
rise to the subject of calorimetry and a calorimetric definition of heat. It was believed that
caloric was transferred because of a temperature difference. Sadi Carnot’s investigation of
heat engines led to the idea that when a difference of temperature exists, it can be used via a
heating process to generate work.

Ultimately, through the research of Mayer, Joule, Colding, and others [3, 16], it became
clear that heat, like work, is an energy transfer process, and that the total energy in any
process is conserved, a revelation that led to the first law of thermodynamics. Notably, the
development of the internal energy state function enabled a definition of heat that is inde-
pendent of the assumption that heating requires a temperature difference.

An important insight is that without internal energy, heating processes cannot exist
because all such processes redistribute internal energy within matter. More specifically,
heating processes redistribute energy over the microscopic energy modes of the systems
involved—which is equivalent to saying that they induce changes in the systems’ internal
energies. Indeed it is the existence of internal energy that distinguishes thermodynamic
systems from those in pure mechanics.

Work differs profoundly from heat in this respect, because work exists in classical
mechanics for which there are no microscopic degrees of freedom, no internal energy, and no
heating processes. Although work processes exist in both classical mechanics and thermo-
dynamics, heating processes occur only in thermodynamics.

In 1923, Lewis and Randall [17] wrote, ‘There are two terms, heat and work, that have
played an important part in the development of thermodynamics, but their use often brought
an element of vagueness into a science capable of the greatest precision.’

Unfortunately, that vagueness still persists today, as evidenced for example by the fact
that heat and work cannot be easily distinguished when sliding friction is present [18].
Various proposals have been advanced to address such difficulties. One of these is by Barrow
[19] who argues that thermodynamics should be built on energy and not on work and heat. He
suggests viewing all changes in terms of stored internal energies of the system and its
mechanical and thermal reservoirs, i.e.D = -D - DU U Usystem mechanical thermal. Others [5, 20]
have investigated alternatives to work and heat using changes in the system’s environment.

It is worth recalling that heat and work are ephemeral mechanisms by which energy is
transferred. When these processes are over, heat and work cease to exist. Hardin observed [7],
‘Is it an apple or an orange that I’m dealing with—or is it perhaps the singing of a bird?...
From the time of the ancient Greeks down to, and including the work of Robert Boyle, the
facts connected with heat were terribly confused because ‘heat’ was assigned to the wrong
category—that of the substantives.... Rumford was convinced that the wrong category of
thought was being employed in calorimetric studies, and so he went to a great deal of trouble
to look for experimental errors, which he found and corrected, thus arriving at the correct
conclusion that heat, like the singing of a bird, is an activity, a process—and not a substance
or object, like apples or oranges. Its category has rather more to do with verbs than with
nouns’.
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Similarly, Nash wrote poetically [21], ‘Heat and work are birds of passage never found as
such in residence.’ The point is that although heat and work come and go, internal energy is a
thermodynamic state function that reflects the energy stored within a system.

Indeed the word heat is often used as a noun (‘the heat increases the system’s temper-
ature’), as a verb (‘let’s heat water for tea’), and also as an adjective (‘a heat process transfers
energy’). Jewett [22] calls the term heat ‘the most misused physics word in popular language.’
Romer has argued that heat is not a noun [23], while Jewett, agreeing in spirit with Romer,
states that heat is a noun but is the name of a process rather than a form of energy. He writes,
‘Heat is not transferred; it is energy that is transferred.’

A related indiscretion is the all too common use of the term latent heat in connection with
the energy transfer during first-order phase transitions, i.e. melting/fusion, vaporization/
condensation and sublimation/deposition. This ill-advised term suggests storage of a hidden
energy, which is inconsistent with Q being an energy exchange with the surroundings.

Schroeder [24] provides a rationale for using the term thermal energy to connote the
temperature-dependent part of the internal energy—the portion in excess of the energies
associated with rest mass, chemical bonds and bulk translational and rotational motion. This
emphasizes that NkT3

2
is not the total internal energy of a monatomic ideal gas, but rather,

only the ‘thermal’ part. Unfortunately, some authors choose instead to use the term thermal
energy to represent the energy transferred in a heating process.

There are many other difficulties associated with the term heat. Some authors use heat to
be the energy transferred while others prefer to reserve the term to describe the process by
which that happens. The term heat transfer suggests the transfer of an entity called heat,
which is reminiscent of the obsolete caloric theory. A system cannot ‘contain’ heat, yet some
writers incorrectly state otherwise. The notion that as a block slides across a table, it ‘heats’
either the block or the table is misleading (it really ‘works’ the block and table), and the
notation ΔQ makes no sense because Q is not a state function [25], so there are no initial and
final values of Q to be subtracted. Additionally, it is not always the case that an energy
transfer process can be distinctly categorized as heat or work, as is the case, for example, for
laser light impinging on a system [26].

The preceding examples are not intended to be exhaustive, but are indicative of the rocky
road traveled by the the concept of heat, heating and thermodynamics itself. The concomitant
challenges to teachers are substantial. Recognizing the various difficulties described here,
Mark Zemansky wrote the following poem for physics teachers [10]:

Teaching thermal physics is as easy as a song.
You think you make it simpler, when you make it slightly wrong!
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